
STADIUM FLOORING
NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC
TURF PROTECTION

EVERBASE3 
STADIUM TURF PROTECTION

Use EverBase3 DT and EverBase3 ST flooring to protect sensitive 
stadium turf from damage due to concerts, festivals and other 
on-field events.   

Rounded edges on the underside of EverBlock flooring prevents 
bruising of natural turf and protects both natural and synthetic turf 
from getting cut or damaged.

WithWith EverBlock flooring, thousands of visitors can walk, jump, and 
dance on the floor, while the turf below remains safe and ready for 
play.

EverBase3 flooring transports in 3 x 4 panels, allowing for rapid installation by a minimal crew.  
It takes 20 people 5-6 hours to install a full stadium of flooring, meaning that your venue can be 
used for sports one day and a concert the next.

For efficient installation, simply transport pallets of EverBlock into proximity so that panels can 
then be placed into position where needed.

Using EverBase3, your venue can become a truly multi-purpose venue – hosting concerts, 
graduations, or other on-field events.

EverBase3’s unique cross ribbing distributes weight effectively 
across flooring sections, preventing soil compaction, maintaining 
proper moisture levels, and creating open areas that promote 
ventilation and water flow.  The unique underside design creates a 
space for grass blades to remain protected from the type of wear and 
soil compaction that occurs under foot traffic.

EEverBase3 is ideal for full field protection against pedestrian traffic, 
lightweight vehicles, equipment (such as speakers and mixing 
stations), and rolling concert cases. In addition to full field 
protection, use EverBase3 along sidelines, during play, to prevent 
wear to the turn and to provide a dry surface for athletes and staff.  

EASY TO INSTALL AND REMOVE
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The drainage top tile allows for air, water, ventilation and limited 
light to penetrate, allowing natural grass to continue to grow while 
the floor is down.  By creating a unique, shaded moisture canopy, 
EverBase3 DT prevents turf from drying out or burning on hot days.

AeAeration holes allow for the flow of air, water, ventilation and light to 
the ground below. Cross ribbing helps to distribute weights and to 
minimize pressure points that could compact soil, grass or disturb 
roots.

The solid top tile protects synthetic turf against spills, dirt, and 
debris. It is a closed surface design, which minimizes the flow of 
liquids and debris through the floor, making it ideal for synthetic turf 
protection.

LaLarger quantities of water can still flow through the EverBase2 seams 
and under the flooring, providing a dry surface for concert-goers or 
event attendees.  Drainage channels allow water to flow underneath 
the floor to prevent water build-up.

EVERBASE3 DT (DRAINAGE TOP) EVERBASE3 ST (SOLID TOP)

• Concerts

• Graduations

• On-Field Trade Shows

• Monster Truck Events

• Parties & Corporate Events

USE FOR:



STADIUM FLOORING

EverBase® 3 (EBF3) is an 18" x 24" modular flooring tile that serves as 
a natural and synthetic turf protection flooring system. It can be used 
for a multitude of applications, such as events, concerts and 
graduations. 

From large-scale events to small-scale functions, EverBase3 is ideal 
for protecting your expensive natural and synthetic turf surfaces 
against wear, tear, and damage from pedestrians and equipment. 

EEverBase3 is designed for rugged, everyday use, indoors and 
outdoors. Due to its larger module size, it provides greater rigidity 
than competing systems. 

INSTALLATION
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Modules connect in a matrix, creating a seamless floor that is both attractive and safe for large audiences.  Once 
installed, your stadium is transformed from a sports facility to a concert or event venue. 

Sections can be nudged by foot into their connection position and then snapped into place with a simple step. To 
remove sections, simply li EBF3 sections up at a 45 degree angle, disengaging the panels for transport and 
further use.   

NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC
TURF PROTECTION

*Edgeing ramps are also available. *Custom colors available with minimum orders. 

UNDERSIDE
Durable Cross-Ribs

EVERBASE3 (EBF3) SPECIFICATIONS
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